CIVL 2019 PLENARY – ANNEXE 30A

SOFTWARE PROPOSAL – APPLICATION & EVENT MANAGING SYSTEM
(AMS & EMS)
At the 2017 Plenary…
CIVL Bureau described its ‘vision’ of IT development that included a new calendar
(Application Management System – AMS) and an Event Management System (EMS)
including templates and modules that any organiser could use, from registration to ranking.
‘The Plenary trusts CIVL Bureau to move forward on these matters for the best of the sport
and take needed decisions (implementing Working Groups, contacting professionals,
choosing partners…). All Bureau decisions will be submitted, as stated by our status, to the
agreement of the next plenary.’
The 2018 Autumn Bureau meeting minutes read…
‘Application Managing System (and publication on the FAI Calendar) – A new automated
system is being built. Work under way.
Event Management System – Registration, results publication, automatic rankings… Bureau
worked on the requirements. Elena will finalise them. Once the project is well described, bids
to build it will be open. CIVL to finance part of it.’
AMS
It is almost ready and will be tested in the weeks following the plenary. The cost is to be
shared by FAI (50%), CIAM (25%) and CIVL (25%). The budget for CIVL is estimated at
€7,200.
EMS
In the end, CIVL Bureau decided to support all the cost: it is the only way to make sure that
the project will be tailored to our needs and progress swiftly. The budget is estimated at
€60,000 and has been approved by the FAI Executive Board.
The chosen partner is Noosphere. In a way, it can be said that FAI is financing part of the
project as Noosphere has worked on an EMS for FAI multisport events, which explain that
Noosphere was cheaper that the two other companies that submitted quotes.
The EMS project is described in Annexe 30b.
Proposal
AMS – Agree with the Bureau decision to build it.
EMS – Agree on the current project and move forward.

